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Nandan Padmanabhan's practice focuses on high-stakes intellectual property
litigation matters involving electronics, software and wireless patents, and
software trade secrets. He advises clients regarding intellectual property

Patent Litigation
Intellectual Property and
Technology

protection and technology-related agreements, often advising on highly technical
subject matters for clients.
Nandan's experience includes tackling multiple cases in federal district courts involving the defense of a large multinational consumer
electronics corporation against allegations of infringing patents relating to electronics, software and wireless technologies. He also has
extensive trial experience that includes defending a large multinational consumer electronics company against allegations of infringing
wireless standards-essential patents at the International Trade Commission, and pursuing trade secret misappropriation claims on
behalf of a software corporation in federal court.
Prior to law school, he utilized his undergraduate education in computer engineering to design and develop custom software solutions
and manage implementation teams for a large bank as well as a consulting firm.
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